GET ALL THE BENEFITS OF MICHELIN® RADIAL TIRE TECHNOLOGY!

With the MICHELIN® XZR™ tire, you will get:

- Long tire life with excellent resistance to irregular wear
- Fewer flats
- High-carrying capacity
- Excellent traction in a variety of conditions
- Higher speed capabilities

THE TIRE OF CHOICE FOR:

- AIRPORT GROUND SUPPORT
- FORKLIFT
- SWEEPER
The MICHELIN® XZR™ radial tire for airport ground support equipment, sweepers and forklifts with an exceptional total cost of ownership.

**All-Season Use**
With the exceptional grip of the multi-block tread pattern, high lug ratio and large optimized contact area, this tire offers great traction and stability for year-round use.

**Exceptional Performance:**
- Excellent traction; outstanding stability; enhanced operator comfort; less vehicle damage

**Excellent Productivity:**
- Resistance to impacts and cuts means fewer flats

**Low Operating Costs:**
- Long-lasting, even-wearing tread pattern; durable with low rolling resistance for efficient fuel economy; easy to repair

**Higher Speed Capabilities**
The MICHELIN® XZR™ tire is engineered for cooler running due to its tread pattern, specialized rubber compounds and radial design, capable of reaching up to 31 mph/50kmh.*

**Exceptional Tire Life**
Designed with a specific tread pattern and rubber compound to maximize tire life and minimize irregular wear.

**Maximum Uptime**
Strong steel belts and steel casings help to resist punctures and impacts to help increase productivity.

*Compared to the MICHELIN® STABIL'X® XZM™ tire.

---

**SIZE** | **TREAD DEPTH**
--- | ---
6.00R9 | 12 10
7.00R12 | 14 11

---
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